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Foundations of Digital Marketing Management: Project # 1 
 

EllisDon Corporation and Aecon Group Inc. are both leading General Contractors in the 
Canadian construction industry. 
 
1.  Design: I think that EllisDon’s website is better in the area of design. It maintains the 
colour scheme of their corporate colour blue throughout. I like how the colour is very 
prominent in the navigation bar at the top of every page. All of the subtitles within their 
text are the same colour blue. The only other text colour is a neutral dark grey that 
makes the blue stand out against it. They also use this grey in the secondary navigation 
at the bottom with a simple construction graphic. The colour scheme is very simple with 
a light grey-blue background, dark grey text, and corporate blue accents in the design 
and within the text where they want to bold and highlight something. The neutral colours 
make their corporate blue stand out. Aecon does have their corporate colour red 
throughout their website as well but it is not as prominent as EllisDon’s blue. They only 
have the red text on the sub-navigation and on the main navigation when you hold the 
cursor over the text; otherwise the text is black. All of their links are red and some titles 
are red but that is about all. I would like to see more red throughout, even just bars of 
colour. EllisDon uses one consistent font throughout their whole website which I think 
makes it more visually appealing and easier to read. Aecon uses a different font for the 
content on their pages and their navigation. The font for the content on each of their 
pages looks to be Times New Roman while the font on all of their navigation looks to be 
Arial or another contrasting sans serif font. As well, Aecon’s main navigation is not 
bolded while the sub-navigation is bolded. Both websites have professionally done, full 
size images on most of their pages which provide a great deal of visual interest. EllisDon 
has more visual appeal and graphic design within their navigation bars than Aecon. 
Their navigation bars have more colour and even the breadcrumb navigation is 
consistent with their graphic design and style and provides more interest than just text 
like Aecon’s navigation. EllisDon’s secondary navigation has a graphic design and 
provides visual interest while Aecon’s is quite plain and doesn’t look like very much effort 
was put into it. I also think EllisDon’s pages look less cluttered and cleaner than Aecon’s. 
EllisDon uses adequate “white space” on the sides of the page so that users don’t get 
“information overload”. EllisDon employs a conventional web layout with their sub-
navigation on the left, while Aecon does not because theirs is on the right. Both websites 
have their logo at the top left with a link to the homepage, their main navigation at the 
top horizontal, their secondary navigation on the bottom horizontal and a search bar at 
the top right which are consistent with users’ expectations for website design. 

 
2. Ease of Use: I think both websites are fairly equal in terms of ease of use and 
navigation. They each have the main navigation at the top horizontal with the same 
number of main categories. For both websites, when you hold your cursor over them, 
there is a drop down menu with the sub-categories for each where you can go down and 
click on the one you would like and it links to that page. For both websites you can also 
simply click on each of the main tabs, which will bring you to a page which provides a 
general introduction on that category. Within these pages, you can now look at the sub-
navigation to view all of the subcategories, which link to those pages. These are both the 
same lists as in the main navigation’s dropdown menu at the top of each page, so you 
have two choices for a navigation path. EllisDon’s website’s navigation is superior in the 
way that its sub-navigation is on the left vertical where people expect it to be, whereas 
Aecon’s sub-navigation is on the right vertical which may confuse and frustrate visitors. 
Both websites have breadcrumb navigation so you know exactly where you are and how 
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to go back a page. Both websites also have secondary navigation at the bottom, 
although they are each just a repeat of the most relevant four from the main navigation. 
EllisDon’s has a Site User Agreement and Aecon’s has a Privacy Policy. They each 
have links to their social media sites, however EllisDon has two more than Aecon.  
 
Another great thing about EllisDon’s website is that it uses Responsive Web Design, so 
that users will see a different version of the website depending on if they’re viewing from 
their phone or computer. The mobile friendly website has all of the different boxes of 
information in one column so its easy to read and just scroll down and see everything at 
the right size. Aecon’s website does not have responsive web design; when you open it 
on your phone, you just see a tiny version of their site and you need to enlarge it with 
your fingers and then scroll from side to side as well as up and down.  
 
3. Copywriting: The EllisDon website is pretty successful in terms of copywriting. The 
main landing page for “Projects” is very well done because it has a very short paragraph 
introducing what they do and then below it has a list of short bulleted statistics such as 
“Annual revenues exceeding $3B”; “Projects under construction: $11B”; “International 
experience in more than 15 countries” as well as an approximate total value of projects 
they’ve completed in each sector. This is highly conducive to scanning and allowing 
people to get a very quick summary of what they’re looking for, EllisDon’s project 
experience. If someone wants to zero in on the details of a sector, they can easily click a 
link on the left to get there. EllisDon does a great job of using bolded subheadings for 
each paragraph which allows people to quickly zero in on the information that they’re 
looking for rather than reading the whole page. They use subheadings for most 
paragraphs on many of their pages and their paragraphs are all quite short which is 
more likely to keep a reader’s attention. Aecon also does a great job of using bolded 
subheadings for most of their paragraphs and keeping most of their paragraphs quite 
short at just 1-3 sentences. Aecon uses bulleted lists a lot so that readers can easily 
scan as well. Aecon successfully uses hyperlinks on their pages. For example on their 
“Our Companies and Subsidiaries” page they have lists of the company names and 
areas. Each item in the lists is a hyperlink to its own unique page which has a 
description of that part of the company. EllisDon has used hyperlinks successfully as 
well by using them for some technical words or concepts within a paragraph. Most 
people may not know what these technical terms mean, so they can click on the 
hyperlink and they are brought to a page where the concept is explained more in depth. 
The text in the hyperlink itself tells you what you will see when you click on it.  
 
EllisDon is successful at using simple headlines that grab your attention such as 
“There’s no risk in construction”, and then below “…At least, not as far as you're 
concerned.” The tone throughout the website is a friendly one, as if someone is trying to 
explain to a friend about the company. They do a great job of explaining so that 
someone who knows nothing about the construction industry could understand what 
they are trying to say. The EllisDon website also breaks grammar rules, using headings 
such as “Get Un-Bored.” which grab a reader’s attention. Also, instead of writing about 
their awards within a paragraph, they show the logos for the awards that they’ve won on 
the right hand side so that they draw your attention. I think Aecon has done a better job 
than EllisDon at having the right amount of text on a page; more of their pages are kept 
short and sweet whereas EllisDon has several pages that have too many paragraphs, 
where the reader has to scroll for a long time. I think they have both done a good job of 
keeping their information relevant and on topic to what the reader is looking for. All of 
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their information answers the questions which the user would be asking when they click 
on each link. 
 
4. On-Page Optimization: EllisDon successfully uses keywords in their page titles 
because they are short, descriptive and relevant to what the page is about. These show 
up in the top bar of your browser, which is very important in telling the search engines 
what the site is about. Aecon also uses each page’s keywords in the page titles that 
show up in the top bar of the browser. EllisDon is more successful at this because they 
display the keywords first, then their company name. Search engines put a higher 
importance on the first few words in these page titles to aid them in ranking pages. 
Aecon does the opposite. For example EllisDon has “Sustainable Building Construction 
Services – EllisDon” while Aecon has “AECON – Aecon Infrastructure”. To reach a 
searcher who is not searching a specific company, but searching a specific service, it is 
better to put the keywords first and the company name last.  
 
Each of EllisDon’s page URLs all contain the keywords that are unique to that page. 
Aecon has also ensured that the main keywords that describe what each page is about, 
are in the page’s URL, and unique for each page. This helps the search engines turn up 
your website’s page when someone searches for those keywords. EllisDon successfully 
used keywords in their H1 tags which is the main title on each page; they kept them 
short, to the point and relevant to what the page is about and also consistent with the 
page titles and how the page is named in the navigation. EllisDon did not incorporate the 
keywords in the H2 headings however; the headings that they use are very descriptive 
and attempt to either grab your attention or explain what the paragraph is about in a very 
conversational tone, but they don’t repeat the exact keywords from the page title. This 
tells me that their goal was to capture the attention of the searcher and not the search 
engine. Aecon also consistently uses each page’s keywords in the H1 tags. However 
they do a slightly better job than EllisDon does in using the page keywords in the H2 
tags because they often repeat the most relevant keywords in these subheadings. In 
Aecon’s “What We Do” section, for each category of project they include a gallery of 
photos. Here, they’ve intelligently labeled each one using the keywords, such as “Aecon 
Infrastructure Project Gallery” instead of only putting “Project Gallery” because people 
already know that they’re in the “Infrastructure” page. 
  
Within the text, EllisDon does a great job of speaking to what the page is about and 
accurately getting their message across which surely satisfies the reader. However they 
don’t incorporate the top one or two keywords of the page very often, which would aid 
the search engines to rank their page. Aecon does a better job of this, incorporating the 
main keywords several times within the text, and especially in the first sentence, which is 
very important. 
 
5. Content: On Aecon’s homepage they rotate between 7 large images that each have a 
title and a “Read More” link to a different page on their website. They are on a variety of 
topics such as their commitment to safety, their financial results, press releases for new 
projects they’ve won and a focus on each of the different areas and types of construction 
that they do. Each of the “Read More” links brings you to a page that provides a brief 
summary on the topic and what I think is a good amount to get the reader familiar but 
also not too long that they are discouraged from starting to read it. I really like how each 
page under “About Us” and “What We Do” has a different photo that is the full width of 
the page to capture your attention and visually describes the topic. They have a “Media 
Room” page that lists their most recent News Releases with the date, title, the first few 
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lines, and a link to the rest of the news release. Aecon also has an “Investing” tab with 
multiple pages of information for investors. They have a page where all of their financial 
reports are provided for the past 14 years, for each quarter. They are nicely organized 
with a link to each report. They have an Investor Fact Sheet which is a one-page PDF 
summary of their financial performance. It is highly visual with photos for each of their 
main categories of project types, and several different charts and graphs to provide a 
quick visual representation of their revenue, earnings and overall performance. They 
have an excellent “Locations” page where they provide a map of Canada and pin-point 
all of their locations. Right on the page they provide an address for their two headquarter 
offices and they list all of the cities that they are in on the right hand side. You can click 
on each of the cities, and it will zoom in on the map to that location.  
 
EllisDon has a main photo on their homepage that immediately tells you that they’re a 
construction company; it is a photo with several large cranes. On the homepage they 
have eight boxes each with information they want to highlight. The top four boxes all ask 
a question which I think will grab the readers attention, and there is a link to “Learn 
More”. One box has a link so that you can tweet to EllisDon which I believe makes it very 
easy and inviting for someone to do so.  There is a box with all of the categories of what 
they build and a link to each of the pages. There is a box where they highlight a news 
article where they can always display the most recent one and then link to the rest. 
There is also a box for the President’s blog with his latest post and a link to his full blog 
on the website and all of his posts. These show that they update their site regularly and 
users will always be getting current and relevant content. EllisDon has more content 
than Aecon; they have a page for each of their different sectors of projects where they 
provide a summary of what they do in that sector for that type of project and they detail 
their expertise and experience in that area. They also provide examples with a photo 
and information about each project. EllisDon has a News page where various media 
have profiled their projects and their people. They provide the first few sentences and 
then a link to read the rest of the news story. They also have a page for Press Releases 
and Annual Reports. EllisDon has several videos that are great to fully describe what 
they do and help get their message across on their new and innovative ideas, services 
and processes. 
 
6. Interactivity: Both websites have Contact Us tabs however EllisDon’s is more 
effective because it offers fields to provide your first name, last name, office phone, 
email and an extra inquiry box, along with a “submit” button to send it directly from there. 
Aecon’s has their two head office addresses along with a link to email each of these two 
head offices. It would ultimately work the same, it just isn’t as obvious that you have that 
option. On this page, EllisDon also has a link to a “Career Opportunities Search” which 
allows people to jump directly to where they need to be if that’s what they are in fact 
looking for. The EllisDon website has news articles that they’ve been featured in by 
various media, and links to each of the complete articles. They have press releases and 
annual reports, and their most recent annual report is an interactive annual report with 
links to play videos, links to different pages on their website that answer questions and in 
addition, the illustrations on the pages move as you scroll down to depict and emphasize 
the goals that they’re accomplishing. Another highly interactive aspect of EllisDon’s 
website is that anyone can post a comment on the President’s blog, in response to one 
of his blog posts. You can provide your name, which will be displayed, and your email 
which won’t be displayed. Guests can also provide a link to their website which may be a 
good motivator for them to post. There is also an option for those who post to subscribe 
to replies or all new comments which will keep them interactive with the website for 
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longer. Another aspect that makes EllisDon’s website interactive is that on the 
homepage, there is a box that displays EllisDon’s last tweet, and a field where you can 
tweet to EllisDon. You simply click the box and it brings you to your twitter handle and it 
already has @EllisDon entered which makes it very easy and inviting to tweet to them. 
EllisDon also has a very cool interactive map of all of their projects, on their Projects 
page. It’s called “EllisDon Built That – Take an Interactive Tour” and you can select the 
country and city where you would like to see all of their landmark projects. They are all 
placed in what looks like a neighborhood together, and you can click on each building to 
release a “pop-up” of information and stats on that building. 
 
On Aecon’s website they have news releases and news articles with links to read the 
complete article and they even have a designated News search bar with additional 
options to select a date range to help narrow your search. I think that is a great option to 
have and invites people to search and interact. Another great feature on Aecon’s 
website is that they have their current share price at the top of their site, and it is a 
hyperlink to their shares’ current statistics on Yahoo Finance. Aecon also has a box on 
the right side of their Media page where you can download their Annual Report, and also 
scroll to view the front covers of, and download their other publications such as issues of 
their company magazine and their various brochures. Much like EllisDon, Aecon also 
offers an interactive annual report that has videos, links to more detailed information, as 
well as dynamic content on their page that rotates through different images and text. 
 
In conclusion, EllisDon’s is the better website because it is more visually appealing with 
the use of a simple graphic design and consistent colour scheme. It also employs a 
more conventional web layout than Aecon. Their main and sub-navigation is where 
people expect it to be thus making a user’s experience more instinctive and they’re more 
likely to find what they’re looking for. All of their internal links are very clear and 
consistent and the user can intuitively navigate to the information they’re looking for 
because the information architecture and placement makes sense. EllisDon’s website 
has a very effective copywriting style. They break grammar rules and have unexpected 
phrases in the subheadings that will grab a reader’s attention. The content is written with 
a friendly and conversational, yet informative tone, as if they are a friend explaining 
something complex to you. They have successfully broken up their content into short 
paragraphs, used point form and subheadings, and have bolded words to show 
importance which all help the reader to scan and quickly find what they’re looking for. 
Even though EllisDon is in a business where there are a lot of complex methodologies, 
technical terms and industry-specific jargon, they’ve managed to write their website 
content at a level so that many people can understand it. They’ve made it simple and 
explain concepts well. EllisDon’s website uses responsive web design, so it looks 
appealing and is very easy to read and navigate from a mobile phone as well as a 
computer or tablet. EllisDon’s website has many interactive aspects to it such as an 
interactive map of their projects, an interactive annual report, informative videos and the 
President’s blog which is open for anyone to comment. On EllisDon’s homepage they 
have links to many different social media websites so it is interactive and encourages 
people to participate with them on social and view even more of their content. Overall, 
EllisDon’s website has such a variety of content from videos, blogs, social media, news 
articles, a diverse assortment of eye-catching photos and enough information on all of 
their interesting services and capabilities to make someone go “wow” without feeling 
overwhelmed or lost. 
 
How EllisDon could improve 
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EllisDon should use more keywords in their subheadings / lower heading tags. Currently 
they use this area to grab the reader’s attention, and they use a very conversational 
tone. For example, on their “Projects àAlternative Energy” page, the H2 tag reads 
“Where did that number come from?” and on their “Projects à Education” page, the H2 
tag reads “No Learning Curve”. These subheadings are great for grabbing the reader’s 
attention and getting their message across, however EllisDon should make an effort to 
incorporate some keywords as well, which would help the searchers find the page in the 
first place. EllisDon could improve upon using the main keywords more often within the 
text of each page. They could also bold keywords within their text to signify importance 
on those words to the search engines as well as the readers. It will also help the readers 
scan to read the sentence that is most relevant to what they’re looking for. Another thing 
that EllisDon could improve upon for their on-page optimization is that they should give 
their images descriptive file names that contain keywords. EllisDon does not use any alt 
tags on their pictures. Using alt tags helps search engines to rank a page (if they contain 
keywords), and it also helps the user when they have their cursor over an image to get a 
brief explanation of what the image is. 
 
EllisDon could improve by moving the text up on their pages. Currently, the majority of 
their content is “below the fold”, which causes the reader to have to scroll down to view 
more than half of the content on almost every page. This may discourage visitors from 
reading very much on the page and may cause them to leave the page more quickly. 
The reason that the text begins lower down is because there is a very large image right 
below the top navigation bar on every page. In order to show enough of the photo, they 
start the text lower. I suggest that they either fade the colour of the photo so that the text 
can go over top of it, or they make the photo shorter and more of a panoramic, or they 
simply put a photo on each side of the text. Text grabs a reader’s attention more than a 
photo does, so they should dedicate a smaller portion of their pages to photos, and more 
space to their main ideas in large, eye-catching text. They could also improve by 
decreasing the amount of content on some of their pages. Sometimes a page will consist 
of many paragraphs which is way too long to hold a reader’s attention and may 
discourage someone from even starting to read.  
 


